I. CLASS ONE

Thursday, August 20, 2009

Class Overview, Class Objectives, and Project Assignments

II. CLASS TWO

Thursday, August 27, 2009

Landscape Preservation - Practice, Policies, Research, and Resources


III. CLASS THREE
Thursday, September 3, 2009

HALS: Historic American Landscape Survey and Guidelines for the Treatment of Historic and Cultural Landscapes


IV. CLASS FOUR
Thursday, September 10, 2009

Guest Speaker: Susan Hitchcock – Cultural Landscape Reports

V. Class FIVE
Thursday, September 17, 2009

Guest Speaker: Melissa Tufts - Rural Preservation

VI. CLASS SIX
Thursday, September 24, 2009

Landscape Preservation Techniques, Methodologies, Practices, and Interpretation


VII. CLASS SEVEN Thursday, October 1, 2009

Historic Gardens: Design History, Preservation, Documentation, and Maintenance Practices of Period Gardens


• Harvey, John. Restoring Period Gardens, C.I. Thomas and Sons Ltd., Great Britain, 1989, pp 4-19.


VIII. CLASS EIGHT Thursday, October 8, 2009

Historic Gardens: Period Plants, Historic Materials/Furnishings, Resources, and Interpretation


IX. CLASS NINE  
Thursday, October 15, 2009

**Historic Cemeteries: Preservation Effort/Management Techniques, and Maintenance Guidelines**


X. CLASS TEN  
Thursday, October 22, 2009

**Historic College/University Campuses: Identification, Inventory, Documentation, Assessment and Preservation Guidelines**


XI. CLASS ELEVEN  
Thursday, October 29, 2009

**Historic Parks, Battlefields, and Open Spaces: Identification, Research, Documentation, and Management Practices**
XII. CLASS TWELVE

Historic Neighborhoods and Downtowns: Evaluation of Historic Character, Landscape Features, Threats, and Development of a Preservation Plan


XIII. CLASS THIRTEEN

Cultural Landscape Management - A Broader Vision

XIV. CLASS FOURTEEN

Thursday, November 19, 2009

Preserving Historic Landscapes of the Recent Past: Gardens, Parks, Plaza, and Squares


XV. CLASS FIFTEEN

Thursday, December 3, 2009

Presentation of Research Assignments and Class Project